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TOD / ETCETERA / RAT MAN 

Juan Davila 

Three Paintings presented at the Homage to 

Freud, on Perversion, September 1980. 

/The production of the paintings takes into account the problems of 
semiotics and psychoanalysis and the occupation of a new space for art. 

They are presented for the Freudian School of Melbourne, the first 

school in the English language to follow the Freudian/Lacanian tradition. 

The paintings comment upon the art discourse and the psychoanalytic 

discourse; a discourse about a discourse. Art suffers isolation and denial 

as does psychoanalysi!>. Australian art has an undue concern with the 

landscape or "the love of nature" which is the expression of a sexual 

symbolism. A t the same time it ignores the "body". 

"TOD/ETCETERA/RA T MAN" present the body as a structure of 

language, the place of passion. The affinity between art and 

psychoanalysis lies in this semiotic field. 
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/The first concept was of the images made to signify a different thing 

to the one seen with the eyes. It brings an Actaeon and Diana theme, a 

myth and of course a gaze which was punishable by death. Diana is por

trayed here as a presence, as a truth in the history of art. Actaeon is the 

eye and the gaze painted in the comic style. I had thought of Lacan at the 

time; he says " ... this whole seeing aspect is to be found in the satisfac

tion of a woman who knows that she is being looked at; the condition 

one does not show her, that one knows that she knows ... " In this case 

the code is broken by Actaeon because he was surprised looking at 

Diana and hence his death. 

/The second concept was to equate, to look and to touch, and I found 

another sentence of Lacan's " ... the body is like a sentence that can be 

broken down into separate parts so that its true contents can be put 

together again in an endless series of anagrams . . . " 

/What appears here is that Diana is not a woman, but is a structure. 

What Actaeon sees is a Goddess as a presence, literally a structure of 

original knowledge. She slides from painting to drawing, from colour to 

black and white, from landscape to construction, from flesh representa

tion to flat representation and from one author to another. Her unity is 

not the one of external appearance, but is the unity of the visual 

discourse. She is Diana, the one that no mortal can look at without loos

ing his life. Freud, represented by an Adami drawing, observes. the God

dess through the fi\ter of the glasses . The mirror, shower and the hand

wash, stand for the spring. Actaeon sees that she has no penis, although 

she has a fire signo His formula "shoe + woman = woman with a penis" 

disavows the fact of that perception. The shoe stands for the history of 

art as a fetish so that art as a whole would be a social fetish or a symbol 

of a lack. From Melbourne I name a gaze that lacks. 

/The fact that Diana is built from fragments that belong to other 

painters establishes the painting as a painting without an author. There 

is no centre in the painting's discourse, just a split beíween the 

fragments. 

/The painting has no depth, it is all surface. The subject of the painting 

is the gaze. The mirror that Diana holds promises a totality, but being 

broken it again fragments the fragment. The painting has no object 

represented in space to recrea te the appearance of the real object. It is a 

sort of empty rubbing of the artists' discourse or the metonomy. It 

refrains from the search for specific meaning in art. It dissolves the 

distinction beíween surface and depth. Illusion in painting is dead. 
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Juan Davila "Etcetera" 1980, oil on canvas, 198x267 cm. 





Juan Davila "T od" 1980, oil on canvas, 198x267 cm. 



/From the art point of view you must contradict what is there. Art 

speaks through the cultural rupture. 

/Here the painting is set free from an author. There is no fixed mean

ing, no unifying meaning, so obviously the emphasis is on the signifier, 

(the point of affinity of art with psychoanalysis). It rejects the 

authoritarian interpretation of science and offers just possible interpreta

tions. It should appeal to the unconscious in the sense that the painting 

works with the visual sign equated with the signifier. 

/"Tod" was constructed from photography, pornography, art history, 

comic strips and pop art; that is to say, the cultural quotation. On the 

right side of the painting there is an indication of the place, the ac

complice, the weapon and the victim. The place is represented by the 

conceptual art, a happening of Vostell in which there is the destruction 

of a car by a train. The accomplices are under the sign of death: Her

mann Nitsh and Nelly Richard. The weapon is a self destroying machine 

by Tinguely. The victim is a pornographic quotation. It also has a quota

tion of Beuys which is the meeting of a wild coyote and the artist in an 

art gallery in New York. It symbolizes Actaeon's death by the dogs. 

Everything on the side of Diana is a misquoted quote. The image of 

Diana belongs to Rubens, it is the "Toilet of Venus" later quoted by 

Rausenberg in another painting. "T od" displays an index of all the artists 

quoted including my quotations of Rauschenberg's Diana. The heroine 

then is not Diana but the art language. 

/"Etcetera" denies the colour which traditionally is what enhances a 

painting and the best way to deny colour is with black and white, but one 

colour still remains. "Etcetera" is a repetition of Oldenburg's bedroom 

ensemble. Oldenburg made a survey of all Los Angeles motels and then 

built the bedroom in an art gallery. It is a three dimensional construction 

in wood covered in plastic. The furniture had an oblong shape, because 

he imagined the point of fugue behind the room, so that all the furniture 

would tend to that view point. In the painting everything is altered, it con

verts; interior to exterior, colour to black and white and the absence of 

human presence to the evidence of a love scene. So the problem is one 

of metonomy; 1 guess all that repetition is the "Etcetera". 

/The new things 1 introduced here are Freud's photograph, the gun, the 

lovers and the phone ringing. The things altered were the broken lamp, 

the broken mirror, the bedroom undone, the cushion cut, the feathers 

flying and the change from three dimensional to two dimensional. The 

road sign is a screen on top of the primal scene. Freud's photograph 

could be a metaphor also of sorne other looked at scene. He seems con-
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demned to see it and that is how one could refer to a gaze that lacks. 

/Theoretically the meaning should be the space left just after the first 

gaze. Desire emerges for the spectator in the first instant of the gaze, 

then it slides under and is lost and we are left with an inert matter on 

which we try to impose a meaning. 

/Listening to your explanation on "Etcetera" for me was Iike a kind of 

contradiction, because your obvious motive for the painting was to avoid 

any kind of meaning and yet your talk was almost the meaning of each 

thing. This should be rich enough for us to work upon. I don't have the 

answer but I am thinking in a loud voice. The other thing is that 

"Etcetera" sounds to me Iike the eternal return, because all the 

possibilities begin and end in "Etcetera". 

/The intention of the painting was to put forward the concept of 

perversion as a convention and to contrast that with Oldenburg's 

bedroom, to make a parallel, but that is a limited metaphor so one 

always ends in "Etcetera". That repetition covers what is not there so 

one can name something that cannot be seen or touched. 

/Also, if I understood, you were saying something about the condem

nation of Freud's gaze -he is condemned to look or see forever in the 

painting but without being able to alter anything, without being able to 

change the perspective of what he is seeing. 

/In "Etcetera" the photograph looks at the bed so it is also a reference 

to that look. The photograph is a c1assic slice of time. So it isn't really 

looking, there is no gaze except our own gaze. You hope that "Etcetera" 

then will provide an iIlusion of a sustained gaze. 

/Perhaps on the question of the gaze, we could go back to the previous 

painting, to "Tod". There are two questions in my mind. The first is the 

gaze and Lacan's objet Q . The other thing that strikes me in the painting 

are these quotations from art history from which the field of the gaze is 

composed and the similarity that this has to the very complex phan

tasies that sometime occur in perversion, the very elaborate rituals or 

scenes which need to be recreated and which can be traced back to 

events in the history of the individual and that really bears some relation 

to what they want to see. 

/1 think that the gaze is a contradiction. Perhaps the reflection exists 

beca use there is something in the painting which attracts the gaze, you 

could say something might be there or something is referred to inside. 

Then the painting is an occasion and so denies it and makes it vanish at 

the same time. So that if there is a gaze it is for the first glance only and 
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then it is lost forever. The problem prevalent in the history of art and 

perversion is precisely that. It is illustrated in the social desire to have art 

as a social fetish and so possess it. The history of art holds that 

discourse as a jewel and plays with it as a phantasy. 

IThere is nothing that has not been elaborated previously, everything 

belongs to a different reality lost in the chain of the signifier: 

/Put together like a dream. 

Iln the beginning the whole painting was like the chain of signifiers and 

this is why it has no author, has no beginning and therefore it is not go

ing to have any end. Then I made an association with something that 

Lacan says about the fascination because we are talking about the gaze. 

Gaze and fascination I think go together. He says that if the fascination 

exists it is because it is always the same object and he talks about the 

phallus . Then it doesn't matter really what is repeated there, in so far as 

there is fascination it is because the Phallus is there. 

Iln the case of Ruben's painting, I had the impression that he copied it 

from Roman art. So there is something particularly attractive in the 

woman looking at herself in the mirror; it has been repeated so many 

times. It certainly has to do with the fact that on the mirror the woman 

appears as a whole, that is to sayas the Phallus. 

IMy feeling is like something that is very unsatisfactory and very disap

pointing. That is the only thing that draws me to talk about the paintings. 

This dissatisfaction hit s a mark in the spectator because he as well is 

dissatisfied. So that the connection with the spectator is in the sharing of 

this disappointment. Whatever the artist says has nothing to do with the 

truth in the painting. 

1I think that something you have said just now struck me very much 

and I agree completely and I think I would like to underline it again. Y ou 

were saying that it doesn't matter what I can say about the painting, it 

sounds like what really happens with something that is said but is carried 

unconsciously, it doesn't matter what is said, for sure it is going to say 

something completely different from what was intended. 

/Y ou took the picture and described it. 

lit was a terrible disappointment. 

IBecause we want to put it into writing. 

IExactly; this is what happens when we read and we have an idea and 

we think about it and we want to put it into writing and then what ever 

appears on the paper has nothing to do with it and I am sure that is what 
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happened when you described the painting and read the quotations of 

Lacan. 

/If Diana is the mirror of thought it could be said that art is a passion. 

/Psychoanalysis also. 

/1 remember now that during the Homage, the paintings on the wall 

after the first gaze (now 1 am talking about the people there) , the pain· 

tings beca me like the walls and suddenly they were like a part of the wall 

and the audience pretended to ignore them. After the first glance the 

painting becomes educational. 

/"Rat Man" poses the prablem of the body. The body being built fram 

the ransacking of art history, photography and literature, establishing its 

nature as a partial body or a fetish. Painting refers thus to an absence 

and to the wish of a totality. So the discourse of art ransacks 

psychoanalysis quoting "Dora", "Wolf Man", "Rat Man", "Fort Da", 

"Salmon for Supper" and "Father can't you see rm burning". Desire ex

plodes in the fragmentary character of the body of the painting 

establishing the quote as a syntactical procedure. The nude is presented 

as a gift for the spectator, a gift of an absence. It is not the real body nor 

the complete structure, just a fetish to refer us to the impossible. 

/The "What do you want?" of the last painting, because of the order, is 

significant. The "What do you want?" remits immediately to the first, to 

"Etcetera". Then the "What do you want?" will always have as an answer 

an "Etcetera". "Etcetera" understood as a repetition. The "Etcetera" 

lingers on. 

/In this painting you made it very explicit in the 'To be continued". 

/That is "Etcetera" of the comic. Then it says desire is an impossible. 

So the pursuit of the occasion is the impossible, and as such we will 

have to meet in a year's time. 
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